Abstract-The objective of this paper is to propose an online platform that linking between students and tutors through mobile and web-based named as "eTutor4U". With the increasing trend of on-demand tutoring and educational technology this platform will give benefit to all generation's. The service not only offers to students but it also applicable for workers because this platform is not only specified in educational area, but it also provides tutor that can share skills. "eTutor4U" is a conceptual business model which provides a flexible solution to customer that gives them freedom to put a price in getting good tutors. Literature Review, strategy canvas, value proposition design (VPC), environmental map, future work and business plan have been used as the methodologies for this paper.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, interest has grown in home tuition as a means of supporting face-to-face teaching and tutoring [1] . The tutor not only among teachers or lecturers but among university students also. Moreover, as internet has grown rapidly, they use a social media to promote their home tutoring to find a student. But, their promotion is not effective because social media platform not suitable for promoting and have difficult to get trust from their customer. Therefore, this paper outlines show gain creator and painkiller for both students and tutors to gain a benefit and the alternative to solve a problem.
II. BACKGROUND
Nowadays the contribution of technology in our daily life is increasing. Technology makes people's daily activities faster and easier because everything is now technology oriented. Furthermore, any kind of problem can be solved only by using the tip of the finger. Besides that, education and technology now become a centre platform in the mind of educators [2] , where people use it for educational purpose. For students who have problems in studies, they can benefit the technology that they have to find a tutor to teach them. Therefore, there should be one platform to solve this problem so that people no need to find the tutor in social media or anywhere else. By using the platform, students can find tutor easier and faster, also tutor can call the student to learn with them.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Difficulties to find the tutor that can teach the skill is the main concern of this paper. Right now, most of the other application or website does not promote on skill knowledge, they just promote educational teaching with a fixed price and online concept. This may cause some people cannot afford to pay the fee and current online concept not suitable for their way of study. Everyone has their own expertise, in this platform expertise people can help others by sharing their own skill by teaching them face to face.
IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Environmental Map 1) Market forces:
We see that education become more and more important to our society. People especially parent really want to send their children to the private tutor, but to find the tutor that available is a little bit hard because in Malaysia not many platforms that can be used to find a tutor. The old trend is that parent will send their children in tuition centre but went the tuition centre are too many students, their children do not really focus and get what teacher teach, that is why parent more prefer to find a private tutor. With this new era of technology, this problem is easy to solve by developing application and web base that bring good effect to our culture and society.
2) Key trends: In this era, almost all people have connectivity either smartphone or their computer, this will help our product easily use by our customer to find their private tutor. Technology enables people to thrive and most people just use their phone to do everything, so we will get benefit from this trend by developing a good application.
3) Industry forces: eTutor4U try to identify what future project will be occupied in this industry. In Malaysia, the web and application base that to find a tutor is not create yet by other people. The most of our competitor is Tuition centre, but this is a different type of business because we also try to bring various customer to our segment which is more than them. Next, if compare to other countries such as Australia, United Kingdom and the United States of America, they already have this own application, so we will purpose this project to our Ministry of Education, so they will act as our stakeholders. We believe this will help to develop our country education.
4)
Micro-Economic forces: Customers are constantly thinking about their money and emotion when to buy something. The economy will affect our customer's decision making. For this, our targeted customer mostly depending on the middle class because of their population around 60% in Malaysia. This is also because they can afford to spend on their children education. Next According to Frost and Sullivan (2015) , The internet economy (iGDP) market is expected to contribute 16% (US $90 billion) to the GDP by 2025, up from 4.3% in 2010 as the importance of the internet and digitallyconnected solutions grow in the economic [3] .
B. Business Model Canvas (BMC)
To startup a new business, we use a business model canvas as a strategic management and lean startup template for developing new business models. It's describe a product's value proposition, infrastructure, customers, and finances. By leveraging on the nine 9 blocks of Business Model Canvas (BMC) framework [4] namely Value Proposition, Customer Segment, Customer Relationship, Channel, Key Activities, Key Resources, Key Partners, Course Structure and Revenue.
C. Value Proposition Design Canvas (VPC)
Value Proposition Design Canvas to find customer gain and pain and then we will provide the gain creator and pain reliever. Kaplan and Norton say "Strategy is based on a differentiated customer value proposition. Satisfying customers is the source of sustainable value creation". [5] 
D. Strategy Canvas
For eTutor4U to be able to compete with the current similar product, we need to think and apply a new and improved methodology and approach to ace the competition. Digital trends and industrial revolution technologies must be applied on. Find Your Tutor realize the Opportunity that our solution and value proposition solve problems in society daily activities. Not only in local but global scope. Saving and managing time efficiently is something everyone wants to have across the world. To tackle this opportunity, Find Your Tutor provide this service which enables users to reduce their waiting time and thus use it to do other things. As the idiom says, we may kill 2 birds with a single stone. Saving time and complete more tasks.
E. Literature Review
We make a literature review on the current online tuition application and tuition centre industry. We find the value and benefit of both online tuition and tuition centre provided to their customer. There are several online tuition website and tuition centre we have reviewed such as Chegg Tutor, Tutor Finder, Tutor.my, Genius Young Mind Tuition centre and many more.
F. Interview and Survey
We conduct some interviews to identify the need, gain and pain of the customers. Then we develop an online survey to get statistic and opinion for eTutor4U.
G. Benchmarking
To start up a new business, benchmarking is important to measure a quality, time and cost developing a product. With benchmarking, we compare processes and performance metrics to industry bests and best practices from other companies.
V. LITERATURE REVIEW
H. Tutor and Trainer Industry in Malaysia
Tutor trend just started in our culture this is because of most parent nowadays believe that education will bring a better life to their children future. Besides that, the social economy of parents in Malaysia able to spend more on education. In Malaysia mostly, parents will send their children to tuition centre because of their busy life to teach their children. Moreover, the trend now has changed to a private teaching, they more tend to find a personal teacher that can teach education or skill in their home but sometimes they find difficulties to search private tutor.
I. Market Demand
According to B.Suresh Ram (2017) [6] parent in Malaysia mostly will spend around Rm 110,000 for each of their children education from primary school until university undergraduate level. This expenditure includes education fee, books, tuition, transport, and accommodation. Analytical applications that bring customized learning content was identified as a major trend to drive market growth. The rate of students who will enroll in online tutoring services worldwide is expected to double over the next few years [7] .
J. Benchmarking 1)
Chegg Tutor [8] : In 2011 Chegg Tutors was founded as InstaEDU and on May 2012 it launched in beta. Chegg purchased InstaEDU for $30 million on June 3, 2014, Chegg give student borrowers access to Chegg Tutors in 2017. The services provided are, students can visit Chegg Tutor and get matched with a tutor on-demand. Chegg Tutor allows students to browse tutor profiles and schedule lessons with a specific tutor. The Chegg Tutor lesson space uses video chat, text chat, a white board, a document editor, code editor, screen sharing and a file uploader to allow students and tutors to work together. The site announced that it was develop a mobile application where it support messaging,scheduling and writing lessons in April 2014.
2) MEDU [9]:
Medu offers a simple way to connect with potential guide, allowing people to sharing knowledges., Medu offers a way to generate revenue without the headaches. The services provided are, Create an account. Seek a tutor, booking favoriting sessions, paying. The payment made by booking any sessions. Submitting a session using MEDU by entering the address of your place easy using Google Maps that will address your session location accurately.
3) My Tutor [10] : Start in 2013 and founded by passionate parents, learners and young professionals. Provide meaningful work for university students. Help tutors, and students connect by choose personally interviewed tutors wherever they are. Meet with tutor for free in the Online Lesson Space. Book Online Lessons from £18/hr and start learning.
4) Tutor Finder [11]:
Tutor Finder objective is to offer you the most comprehensive listing of tutors, teachers and educational services in Australia. they have 9042 registered tutors and cover most regions, subjects, levels and abilities. Tutor Finder strives to provide the teaching community with a high-quality service and advice on tutoring matters. Tutor finder also cover some of skill such music, dancing, and art rather only education. The tutor can promote themselves and put the fee freely.
5) Tutor Field [12]:
Tutors Field is a tutoring platform that works as a bridge between Private Home Tutors, Music Teacher and Students. At Tutors Field there are many profiles of experienced private tutors and music teachers for all levels, from high school to professional Level and almost cover all subject categories from academics to performing arts. With this tutoring platform students can get in touch with private tutors and discuss their tutoring needs and select the best available home tutor based upon these requirements. The student can look at the complete tutor profile, look at their hourly rate for the subjects on offer, talk with the tutor via email or over phone and then narrow down on the choices.
6)
Tutor.com [13] : Tutor.com is an online tutoring company that connects students to tutors in an online classroom. The service offers on-demand and scheduled tutoring to students in grades 4 through 12 and college. Users can connect with live tutors online in more than 40 subjects including math, science, essay writing, foreign language and test prep. All their services are live, on demand and online. The fee is fix per month and student can have several options according to their need.
7)
Genius Young Minds Tuition Centre [14] : Genius Young Mind Tuition Centre is a tuition centre in Malaysia placed in Gombak, Selangor, they provide grouping tuition class and also private home tuition.
K. Mega Trend
Digital Malaysia is a national program to transform Malaysia into a digital economy by 2020 and to increase the contribution of Information and Communication Technologies to Gross Domestic Product from 12.5% to 17% in 2020. The benefit is they expecting to create 160,000 high-value jobs. According to them, for the development of youth, the total investment is US$11 million. The strategy aims to develop ondemand, customized online education, create virtual meeting points for employees and employers and use Celex as a marketplace for educational content providers and students.
[15] The London-based tech market research firm has identified the top three emerging marketing trends expected to impact the market between 2017 and 2021: The emergence of virtual learning, Mobile-based online tutoring services and Increasing customization of tutoring services.
L. Lenses of Innovation 1)
Challenging Orthodoxies: Students are hard to change from a lazy attitude to diligence because no man wants to help them.
2) Harnessing Trends: YouTube & google and More people prefer tuition classes.
3) Leveraging Resources: Trying to give the best of services using all capability and the important thing is customer service.
4)
Understanding Need: Cheap pricing, Productivity during a session, feeling awkward, Exploring & understanding, Rule & regulation and Pressure.
VI. STRATEGY CANVAS
The strategy canvas is a central diagnostic tool and an action framework for getting clear on the current state of play and making of Find Your Tutor move. It graphically captures, in one simple picture, the current strategic landscape and the future prospects for an organization. The competitive factor is Cash / Debit Card Payment, Service on the internet, Cyber Crime Security, Cultural Fit, Market Pricing, Payment by credit on the phone, Contact with the tutor, Tutor/Trainer choices, Academic courses choice, Skill Courses choice, Free Courses in any niche area and Request courses.
VII.
ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS MODEL eTutor4U uses the platform business model and leverages positive indirect network effects between the supply side tutor and the demand side student. As the technology grows in the world, the benefits enhance for both sides and for the company. Tutors have less idle time and thus higher hourly wage (i.e. they can work fewer hours for the same take-home pay). Students have shorter waiting times. eTutor4U input costs are lower as it already utilizes purchased assets, pays no license costs and doesn't pay employee entitlements. eTutor4U value proposition to its customers is compelling. It removes significant amounts of search and transaction costs and their revenue growth has been unstopped despite a string of negative coverage.
VIII. INITIAL BUSINESS MODEL
To start up a new business, we have to plan the flow of the business properly. Therefore, business model canvas the conceptual solution of Find Your Tutor as follows.
M. Business Model Canvas N. Value Proposition Design Canvas
8)
Student Profile:
9) Customer Profile
IX. INITIAL VALUE PROPOSITION DESIGN CANVAS
Value proposition canvas used to find customer's pain and gain and provide them a pain reliever and gain creator. 
X. INTERVIEW AND SURVEY
We have conducted interviews to get information and feedback from our targeted customers where 10 of them are tutors,20 students of various categories and 5 volunteer tutors. We conduct interviews by asking several questions for each specific category which are student, tutor and volunteer tutor. For student's category, we asked, what the most problem they face during current tuition centre's style. Next, what their constraints with the private tutor. Then, we asked did they have a financial problem to have a tuition. After that, we asked whether they have a problem study in a large group and difficulty to go tuition outside of their home. Lastly, did they easily believe anyone you want to learn from. For tutor and volunteer tutor's category, we asked the same questions whether they can manage a large number of students or not. Next, what individual as tutor constraints. Then, can they attract a student to learn with them and did they have a difficulty to get trust from the student. Lastly, can they make their timetable flexible.
After conducted interviews, we develop an online survey use the same question as interview and spread through a media. From the feedback, we identified several pains that they want to be cured and gain that they really want from our product. Firstly, we get feedback from our customer which are among students. There has various type of students which are primary school students, secondary school students, "tahfiz" students and university students. Based on the feedback from each of the students, most of them unaffordable to pay tuition fee. Next, some of them are difficult to learn in a large group and they feel insecure if they travel far from their house. After that, they need tutor's personalities and qualification to have an intensive learning. Secondly, we get feedback from a tutor. Most of them difficult to attract and get trust from the students to learn with them. Next, their schedule is not flexible and need to rush meet their customer. Lastly, we got feedback from the tutor who wants to volunteer to teach. One of their pain is difficult to find a student. Therefore, from the feedback that we have collected from each of the customers, we can identify and list the pain of the customer.
XI. KEY FINDING
Based on the interviews that have conducted, from 20 students, there have 14 students be argued that they unaffordable to pay a tuition fee at the tuition center and they want intensive learning. Therefore, eTutor4U can provide them a platform where they can choose any tutor with the affordable service payment and detail and rate of the tutor. Next for tutor segment, from 10 tutors, there have 7 tutors who have difficulties to find a student, to attract and get a trust from them. Therefore, this platform can make tutors easily to find the students and they can easily attract and get trust from the student by exposing their detail of identity, qualification and rating scale. Finally, from the tutor who are volunteers to teach, all these 5 volunteers have a difficulty to find a student. Therefore, this application provides them a platform where they can easily find a student who wants to learn for free.
XII. ECHANCE BUSINESS MODEL
A. Enhanced Business Model Canvas
After conduct interview and research, there are several enhancements on the business model canvas that have to do. Therefore, business model canvas the conceptual solution of Find Your Tutor is as follows:
1)Customer Segment: There are three customers segment which are private tutor where they offer courses for Primary and Secondary School, College and University subject, softskill and skill in any niche area, language courses and search for student. Next segment is students where they can search for tutor, subject and skill and hiring a tutor. Finally, is volunteer where they can offer course for free in any niche area and search for needy students 
2) Tutor Profile a) Customer Segment:
The job that they have to do are Find Student and Set Lesson. The gain they can get Payment, Save time, Experience and Rating. Next the pain they have are Student personality unknown, difficult to find a student, difficult to attract, difficult to get trust from student, not enough time and Safety concern.
b) Value Proposition: Gain creator which are Payment and Rating System. Then, the Pain Reliever provided are Instant Booking, Assigned Student and Cost system. Lastly, the Product and services provided are Find your tutor mobile application and on Website.
3) Volunteer Profile: a) Customer Segment: The job that they must do are Find Student and Set Lesson. The gain they can get are Experience and Rating. Next the pain they have are Student personality unknown, Difficulty find a student and Safety concern.
b) Value Proposition: Gain creator which is Rating System. Then, the Pain Reliever provided are Instant Booking, Assigned Student. Lastly, the Product and services provided are Find your tutor mobile application and on Website.
XIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In conclusion, this paper proposes eTutor4U aim to provide a platform for both student and tutor to share knowledge and skills. It also can become a source of income for the tutor who has knowledge or skill as their product. For future work, we are planning to develop a complete business plan. A business plan is an important tool for managing and growing the eTutor4U business. A well-designed plan lays out a vision of growth and the steps needed to get there. A plan is also an essential communications tool for attracting financing for eTutor4U business as well as managers and staff as our business grows. Next, we will develop our own product by making mobile application and web-based for eTutor4U, so it will make user easy to use our services. To become a good nation education is the most important thing that will turn our dreams into reality. With this platform, it will help to improve our national education to the next step as other developed country have done it before. In addition, to sustain eTutor4U as a relevant platform in this country, we can approve university, college, and school to use our platform to find their academic staff. This modeling approach help person that need a guide to allow them to succeed in their future life.
